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We get you!
Because we are in your shoes.
You're a busy, on the go
entrepreneur that needs to simplify.
You want solutions that will make
running your business easier - no
matter where you are.
Right?
That's why we created this guide of
our most used and favorite phone
resources. Each helps us to stay
organized and on top of what has to
get done - all from our fingertips.
We hope that these suggestions
help you amplify your business!
Yours in success,

Lisa + Amanda
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Canva
You can create almost anything with a
professional quality design using Canva!
From flyers, to feed posts, stories and invites; we
literally don’t know how we would represent our
brand appropriately without this app.
Play around with easy to use layouts, fonts,
colors and design features to make sure your
designs are attention grabbing and jive with
your brand. Canva also gives you
predetermined sizes you’ll need for your social
templates so you won’t be wasting time
resizing images.

pro
tip

You can repurpose content by simply going to "resize" and
selecting a new type of media. For example, you can turn an
IG feed post into a series of stories to use at a later time.

The bottom line... download this app because it
will save you from hiring out a graphic
designer when you’re bootstrapping.

Flodesk
Flodesk is a simple to use email platform that will
allow you to create dynamic, beautiful and
professional looking emails without
having to outsource!
Our monthly newsletters are the way in which we
connect with our audience. We take careful
consideration into which templates are right for
each specific email blast.

pro
tip

You can use Flodesk on your phone's browser or
desktop so no matter where you are you can make
changes, craft new emails or check analytics.

Flodesk's designs have a chic + cool vibe. It's also
really fun and helpful to pull reports to see who is
opening, clicking or dodging your emails. This is
awesome data you can use to
streamline your strategies.
The bottom line... Flodesk is super easy to use
thanks to templates that are basically drag and
drop! Anyone can master email marketing which we know is so important!
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Podcasts
Every single day we strive to grow and learn
something new to impact our lives + businesses.
We are obsessed with personal/professional
development!
As two busy moms and entrepreneurs, finding
time to read a hard copy book seems impossible
at times, so we dig into the podcast app on
the daily.
We use the podcast app during any single activity
that can be multitasked. Think... laundry, carpool,
road trips, gym time, cleaning the house... you get
the gist.
The bottom line... A great entrepreneur never
stops learning! Podcasts are awesome because
you'll get inspired + uncover new ideas regularly.
When you find one you love, you won't want to
stop digging in for all of the juicy ideas, strategies
+ suggestions to apply to your own business.

A FEW OF OUR
CURRENT FAVORITES...

lisa

JENNA KUTCHER
the goal digger podcast
Jenna is your virtual business coach
and can give some of the best
marketing advice you will ever hear.

RACHEL BELL
payday with ray ray
Rachel has a no BS approach to
entrepreneurship + offers tactile advice
on how to scale your online business.

amanda

COURTNEY SANDERS
the courtney sanders show
Courtney talks about everything
from entrepreneurship to finances
and personal growth.
AMY PORTERFIELD
online marketing made easy
Amy helps any entrepreneur
navigate online marketing through
mini-marketing master classes.

Trello
Think of Trello as your organizational BFF. It is a
project manager that does so much more. It
allows you to organize your thoughts into "boards"
and each of those boards can contain lists.
We use Trello as a collaborative tool to plan out
events, keep track of to-do lists and organize
content ideas for our social platforms.

pro
tip

Brain dump your ideas for blog posts, social media posts,
podcast topics and guest ideas, FB community posts and
more into Trello. Add any notes, dates or preliminary actions
you need to do to get the ball rolling.
You can move cards from list to list, so once an idea turns
into an actual project it's easy to implement!

The best part? Trello is totally customizable and
can have multiple collaborators, so if you have a
team anyone can log in and add
ideas/notes/projects to your boards.
The bottom line... if you want a highly visual tool
that will allow you to organize virtually ANY
project you are working on, you'll want to
download Trello right now.
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Fiverr + Upwork
If you are a one-woman band or a small team, your
man power most likely doesn't match your to-do
list. Fiverr and Upwork are our favorites for "taking
things off your plate" and getting
stuff done faster!
We've hired freelancers from both sites to help with
various tasks including community outreach, social
media graphic design, blog posts and copywriting.
You can hire someone for short term tasks or
reoccurring projects depending
on your needs.
The bottom line... Pass off tasks to freelancers that
are out of your wheelhouse or that don't
necessarily require your input like
repetitive/administrative tasks. You'll be able to
spend time where it counts the mostgrowing + scaling your business!

SIX TASKS YOU CAN PASS
OFF TO A FREELANCER...
BOOKEEPING
GRAPHIC DESIGN
COPYEDITING
DATA ENTRY
CUSTOMER SERVICE
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

Planoly
We’re determined NOT to let social media control
us so we use planoly to control social media. This
app allows users to create calendars to plan their
content, curate the content of others, schedule
posts + analyze engagement. Plus it is so
simple to use! Super BONUS!
When you're running a business there is always so
much to do + so little time. We block off 4 hours a
month to strategize + organize our content so we
can batch work. Once its plugged into the
scheduler we can check a big chunk of content off
of our to-do list and just let it run. Plus
we’re able to see insights.

pro
tip

Do you have difficulty staying consistent on social
media? Try batch working your content + scheduling
posts! This will not only ensure you always have quality
posts to share, but also saves you so much time.

The bottom line... Planoly is a perfect tool for you
to organize your thoughts and your grid. You’ll be
able to manage your posts and content visually
before posting it live on the gram. You’ll love how
you can tag users, search for hashtags and add
add them in the comments too.
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who we are...
We teach ambitious entrepreneurs how to grow
their businesses online.
Founded by two female entrepreneurs who built multiple 7 figure
businesses online, we believe you can increase your profits + scale your
modern day digital business with the correct coaching, support
and accountability.
Building a business online can feel overwhelming + confusing but we
know we have to do it. By engaging in our expert mini courses, you can
drive your business forward with our community right by your side
so you never feel alone again.
Through training + development + curated exclusive networking
experiences; GWGWG will help you expand your
existing network AND toolbox to grow your income,
your mindset and your contact list.
GWGWG gives back in extraordinary ways to charitable
organizations. Together as a community we
are making a difference. Learn how you too can be
a part of our social mission.
If you are looking for more ways to stay on top of your business and
manage your time more effectively as a busy entrepreneur,
don’t do it alone… let’s do it together!

DO IT TOGETHER
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